Ministry of Defence ships nuclear material through 'nuclear freezones'. Duncan Campbellreports

Convoy caught in city
CONVOYS BEARING nuclear
weapons and materials are still
being taken, through the hearts of
cities which have declared themselves 'nuclear free zones' - in
particul~r Manchester,
Derby,
Leeds and London. Earlier this
month journalists working for .the
community journal, Leeds Other
Paper, were tipped off by an
anonymous raiway worker and
were able to photograph a secret
Ministry of Defence nuclear train
passing through the Leed conurbation on a Tuesday afternoon.
.
. The regular trips of the special'
train carrying nuclear weapons and
other 'fissile' nuclear material (i.e.
useable for making bombs) were
first revealed in the New Statesman
six months ago(NS 10 April 1981).
We described the train's nermal
composition - an engine, and two
'Observation Saloons', specially
converted for the ministry of De-
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The two-o-clock nuclear train,
to Windscale, stopped briefly'
in the Aire Valley in the heart
of the Leeds-Bradford
confence, from which armed police
Although neither Manchester
urbatlon, on.the line between
guard''the 'nuclear load travelling, '
lpolice nor any' nuclear authority
Leeds a'nd Shipley; This train
on a massive trailer. Since the NS
has so far confirmed the contents of,
makes regular runs between
.revealed that such shipments were
the shipments, they are most likely
naval
dockyards,
nuclear
being made through London and
to be shipments of uranium oxide
weapons stores, and centres
other cities, British Rail have
ore which have arrived at Manlike Windscale. Its contents
claiined in response to public and
'chester airport and are being con,
are 'classified'. Inset (above)
press inquiries, that they were only
veyed to the Springfields British
closeup of the giant nuclear
shipping 'nuclear waste' 'from
Nuclear Fuels factory for conver, flask carried by the 90 ton,
,ordinary civil power stations.
sion and enrichment, in order to
transporter;
(right) 'special
When the Leed photographers
manufacture weapons or reactor
ventilation intakes are fitted
[saw the train and sent pictures to
fuel, Subsequently, some of the
to each compartment
of the
I Yorkshire Television, British Rail
enriched uranium is takJn by road
attached
'observation
saagain claimed that they were only
through Derby to be assembled as
loon' carrying armed MoD
shipping 'nuclear waste'. But '15
submarine nuclear fuel rods 'by
police/presumably,
in case of
,minutes before
the company
"Rolls Royce's Nuclear Division,
a radioactive
nuclear. accibroadcast this denial, BR's story'
based in the city.
0
dent.
[changed: they were carrying' 'a
.classified consignment
for the
particular shipment "are unavail:Ministry of Defence' and 'nofurthable, documents obtained by the
er comment could be made'. The
NS suggest that it was one of a
inference was that a nuclear
regular series, coded '6X04' , which.
weapon (or weapons) had just
carry nuclear loads from the I
been carted through Leeds.
, Chatham naval dockyard through:
, Although full details of, this
London, Luton, Bedford, Leices- .
ter,
Chesterfield,
Rotherharn,
'Leeds, Keighley, and on to Windscale (for reprocessing).
The special nuclear trailer, made
by lie ad .Wrightson Ltd, was
formerly registered in the records
of British Rail's 'TOPS' freight
computer as a 'Missile Carrier'.
Now, according to a BR computer
operator, the nuclear .shipments
have become 'ghost trains' and all
details have disappeared from the I
computer
system:
This I may I
'perhaps have contributed to 'the '
train's difficulties as it passed from
Leeds to,'Bradford, where it was
photographed. It had to stop for 20.
minutes, while another train cros- I
sed further up the line.
Road shipments of nuclear
materials are apparently taking
place in Derby and Manchester.
Early this year, regular convoys of
three container trucks under police
escort were passing north 'through
'the centre of Manchester every
Thursday. Each container' was
marked with a bright orange
triangle on its roof top , for aerial
observation, and was thus conspicuous to people in tower blocks
overlooking Oxford Road, Manchester's main southern artery ..

